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Scholarship
Assembly To
Hear Eurich

Stritch Elected Mayor
Following Two Days Of
Spiritual Campaigning

Noted Alumnus
Will Speak May 14

Dr. Hauck Gives'Moslem Chief'Key
To School In Library Inauguration

BY BEN PIKE

BY BILL MATSON

Dr. Alvin C. Eurich, president
of State University of New York
and a U. of M. alumnus and former faculty member here, will address the 24th annual Scholarship
Recognition Day Assembly May
14. The public is invited.
A graduate of North Central
College. Dr. Eurich received his
M.A. from the University of
Maine in 1926 and his Ph.D.from
the University of Minnesota in
1929.

Sophomore Donald Stritch was inaugurated as Mayor yesterday afternoon by President Hauck in ceremonies on the library steps.
Stritch, who campaigned on the theme that "500,000,000 Moslems
can't be wrong," came out the victor in the abbreviated campaign.
Wearing the garb of a Moslem chieftain, Stritch had a strong rally
in the Gym Tuesday night. He entered the gym on a litter supported
by eight "Moslem slaves" who, in addition to their Moslem dress
brandished swords to rid the campus of the "unfaithful."
The rally in the gymnasium Tuesday night climaxed the two
day campaign which saw only two candidates for the office, Andy
"Little Caesar" MezOian and Stitch. Mezoian's platform was built
around a two day campaign to "clean up the campus." In one of
his speeches. Mezoian promised the student body a rebate of funds
for every class a student "cut." Entering the gym in darkness accompanied by a barrage of cap pistols and fire crackers. Mezoian told
the students assembled, why he should be elected Mayor

Dr. Eurich's first position was on
this campus where he taught educational psychology 1924-26. In 1926, he
went to the University of Minnesota
a. an instructor. While there he advanced to the position of assistant dean
of the college of education and professor of educational psychology. He
served one year as professor of education at Northwestern University before becoming professor of education
at Stanford University in 1938, where
he remained until 1948. During 194448 he was vice president of Stanford
and served as acting president his
last year there. In 1949 he was named
to his present position.
During World War IT. he was a
commander in the U. S. Navy, serving
as director of standards and curriculum
division. Bureau of Naval Personnel.
Washington, D. C.
Dr. Enrich is a member of the Board
of Curators of Stephens College and
a trustee of the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company. Among many civic
and professional offices which he holds
are the presidency of the American
Educational Research N.sociation and
(Continued on Page Eight)

Housing Office Sets
May 16 As Deadline
For Dormitory Bids
Students vk ho want to reserve a
dormitory room for next year must
submit an application to the housing
office before Wednesday, May 16. Application forms may be obtained from
any dormitory proctor or from the
housing office.
Off-campus students intending to
reserve a dormitory room are urged
to comply with this announcement.
Along with this application, a room
reservation deposit must be made to
the treasury department on or before
June 7.
It should be noted that the deadline
for the room deposit is after the room
assignments have been made. If no
deposit has been made before June 7,
it will be assumed that no room reservation is desired and the assignment
•will be cancelled.
Any student who makes a deposit
after June 7 will be assigned to such
space as may be available at the time
the deposit is made.

Shown above is a scene that will soon disappear from the campus. Charles Harlow, head night janitor, is tolling the class
bell that will be moved this week end to the roof of the library.
Next Saturday at 12:35 the bell, which has been on the campus
since 1892, will be run manually for the last time.
—Marcottx Photo

Tradition Bows To Progress
As Bell Moves To New Home
BY BILL ROBERTSON
The university bell, for many years
a campus tradition and the object of
countless student pranks, has at last
bowed to the forward march of science.
Electronically controlled, it will ring
forth,from the top of the new library
on the morning of Monday, May 21,
according to J. Carroll Dempsey, superintendent of buildings and grounds.
In Present Spot Since '43
S,n( c 1802. when it was introduced

Press Club To Be Host
To AP Representatives

to the campus at the dedication of
Wingate hall, the bell has served without interruption. The high point of
its career was probably during the
Wingate fire of 1943. At that time
firemen were afraid that the bell would
drop from its cradle to the ground
floor. Although it finally did drop, it
crashed through only one story.
Immediately after the fire, university
authorities constructed the tower now
standing beside Oak hall for the Army
Specialized Training Unit.
Student reaction to the tolling of the
bell has not always been favorable. A
year ago the temporary belfry was
upset and the heavy bell deposited
across the road. On countless occasions it has been heard ringing in the
small hours of the morning.
The present bell ringer, Kenneth E
Jones, janitor in Auhert hall, stated
that he has found it necessary to keep
a spare clapper on hand for emergencies. One clapper was found in the
university dump not too long ago;
another disappeared for several
months; still another has never been
found.
Dempsey stated that the bell. once
in its new location, will be wired to
the master clock in the library and
will be rung electronically. He added
that oil special occasions, such as assembly days, it will be operated by
hand.

The University of Maine Press Club
will be host, at a luncheon, to approximately 20 Associat'ed Press representatives and editorial executives
following their morning business session May 17, at the University of
Maine.
Th.! program, in the pattern set by
the group last year, will open at 10.30
a.m. in Room 3, Fernald Hall, with a
general discussion of mutual news
problems.
The Luncheon will be held at 12:30
p.m. in Room B, North Estabrooke
Hall. Speaker at the luncheon will
be Capt. Walter E. Shotwell, public
information officer of the 132nd Fighter Wing,
Students interested in attending the
luncheon should notify members of the
press club.
Off-Campus Co-eds Meet
In addition to the Maine AP men, Off-campus women will hold a short
L. P. Yale, chief of the Boston Bureau business meeting and installation of ofof the Associated Press will attend ficers Monday at 6 p.m. in the women's
the sessions.
lounge of the SRA Building.

Mezoian's rally, which fell short of
the expectations that the 1500 students on hand held for him after a
two-day "crime wave" which was
featured by a Holdup of the bookstore,
consisted mainly of a parody of the
Kefauver Investigations that are now
going on in Congress.
Stritch, on the other hand, presented
various acts in addition to his own
speech. Besides pointing out that he
had constructed a Student Union
Building on the Mall, his show consisted of such campus headliners as
Andy Cephalo. Flutter Floyd, and
Dick Ayotte. A weaving line of harem
girls was an added attraction to the
festivities.
Balloting was held in the gymnasium lobby immediately following the
rally. It was reported by the Maine
Day Committee that the number of
votes cast was unusually low.

Whitney's New Play
To Provide Debut
For Nine Of Cast
Wc(lnesday, Nliiy 16, will mark not
only the opening night of Walter
Whitney's new play "When the Bough
Breaks." but also the first appearance
on the Maine Masque stage of nine
of the sixteen adult characters.
Four of the nine newcomers to
Masque productions. Ruth Bernstein.
Mary-Helen Fernald, Paul Marsden.
and Philip Johnson, will have major
roles in the play.
Other major parts will be handled
by veteran Masque actors Dwight
Frye, Is, San Antonio, and George
Sherman. Completing the cast are:
Fini Riutta, Ellen Levinson, Anne
Plaine. Jan Pratt. Marylin Vaughan,
Dave Haskell. Charles Lewis, Joanne
Spickeri and Richard Goodin.
Richard Newdick will be the stage
manag-r : Isabelle Burbank. assistant
stage manager; Jan Pratt, Jo San
Antonio. and Paul Choiniere, technical directors ; and Hal Thomas, electrician.
I fins pus will cam a
complete final] examination
selleilole in its i9stie for Ma
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Cadets And Jets
Go Into Action
For Inspection
This is the big day for the ROTC.
The special classes, demonstrations.
and regimental parade which were held
this morning will be followed this afternoon by a full-scale daylight attack
in the area east of the Armory.
The afternoon program will run
from 1:45 to 3:35 p.m. and will consist of an Advanced Course Infantry
exercise showing an infantry rifle company in preparation for and execution
of a daylight attack, east of the Armory: an Advanced Signal Corps exercise demonstrating Division Communication CPX, east of the library; an
AAA exercise showing the occupation
of an AW position, north of the tennis
courts; and an AAA class on trial
fire and calibration problem in 215
New Engineering Building. Twelve
jets will make an air strike at 2:45
p.m. while the program is in progress.
The inspecting officers from the NM
England Sub-Area are Col. Edward
H7 Metzger, Artillery; 1.t. Col. James
E. Forster. Signal ; and 1st Lt. Howard Norris. Infantry. With the New
England officers is Col. Lloyd Goeppert. Chief of the Maine Military Di'-'
trict.

Concert To Be Devoted

To Modern U. S. Works
The music department will present
a program of contemporary American
music on Sunday aftt rnoun. May 13,
in Carnegie Hall. The brass ensemble,
the madrigal singers, and the string
ensemble, assisted by Beverly Pettengill. I.ois Treworgy, and Roger Dow,
will be featured in the program. "Die
concert is scheduled for 4 p.m.
Numbers will be "Sonata for Trun:
pet and Piano." "Di‘ersion." .*Qtairtet
for Brass," and "Americana. a sequence of five choruses."
Prof. Lewis Niven will coishict the
brass and string ensembles. James
Selwood will conduct the madrigal
singers.
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Embassy Brings Large Turnout
As Students Flock To Panels
Embassy Week at the University
of Maine this year brought the largest
turnout since 1947, according to Rev.
Charles O'Connor, SRA director. He
added.that the response from both students and leaders has been favorable.
The religious emphasis program was
opened Monday morning, April 30, by
Dr. Ludwig Lewisohn, professor at
Brandeis University, and internationally known educator, author, and
lecturer. At that time Dr. lewisohn
addressed a student-faculty assembly
on "What Does God Require of Us?"
This theme was carried through the
entire religious week.
Other features of the week included
seminars ty prominent theological
leaders and educators. Embassy Week
committee co-chairmen David Collins
and Vera Edfors reported that the
panels and informal discussion groups
were well attended and that the students seemed eager to take an active
part in the talks.

University Calendar

FRIDAY, MAY 11
7-9 p.m.—General Senate, Carnegie
Afternoon—AAUW State Meet,
Committee Room
Louis Oakes Room
7-9 pan.—Red Cross,6 South
1930's through the efforts of Gordon 8-11:45 p.m.—Radio Guild Stag
Stevens
Dance, Memorial Gym
Baseball—New Hampshire at
Gillett, a student attending the colSATURDAY, MAY 12
U. of M. '
lege. Gillett later became the minister
Morning—AAUW State Meet,
WEDNESDAY, MAY 16
of the St. James Church, Old Town,
Louis Oakes Room
7-9 p.m.—Honor Society Banquet,
and chaplain for Episcopalian students
SUNDAY, MAY 13
Estabrooke D
on campus. It was at this time that 8-9-10-11 am.—Catholic Services,
8:15 p.m.—Masque's !When The
the University of Maine began holdOur Lady of Wisdom Chapel
Bough Breaks," Little Theatre
9:15 a.m.—Eptscopal Services,
ing Embassy Week.
THURSDAY, MAY 17
SRA Little Chapel
12-1:30 p.m.—Trustee's Luncheon,
11
am.—Protestant Services,
North Estabrooke
Application Deadline
•
little Theatre
12-2 p.m.—Associated Press
Set For Service Tests
4 p.m.—Program of Contemporary
Newsmen and University Press
M tisic, Carnegie
Club, South Estabrooke D
Students wishing to take
7-9 p.m.—SRA Friendship and
7 p.m.—Tumbling Club,
College Qualification SelecMarriage, Louis Oakes Room
tive Service tests must make
7:30 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
application before midnight MONDAY, MAY 14
15 Coburn
6:30 p.m.—North Dorm Commitof May 15. John Lee an7:30-9:30 p.m.—Art Class,
tee, Carnegie Committee Room
nounced Tuesday. Application
Studio and 202 Carnegie
cards may be obtained at Mr. TUESDAY, MAY 15
8:15 p.m.—Masque's "When The
7 p.m.—Square Dance, Women's
Lee's office in the New EngiBough Breaks," Little Theatre
Gym
neering Building.
Baseball—Bates at U. of M.
The idea of an Embassy Week first
originated at Bowdoin College in the
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Summer Camps
Will Draw 159
ROTC Cadets
The Military Department has announced that 159 students in advanced
military courses' will attend summer
camps starting June 16. Students at
most camps will be expected to arrive
June 16. Training during the sixweek courses will last from June 18
to July 27.
Fifty-one students will attend the
Artillery ROTC Camp at Fort Bliss,
Texas: the Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
Signal Corps Camp will draw 31;
Fort Meade, Mid: Infantry ROTC
Camp, 61; Edgewood Arsenal, Mid.
Chemical Corps ROTC Camp, 3; FOrt
Belvoir, Va., Engineers ROTC Camp,
2; and Aberdeen Proving Grounds,
Mid. Ordnance ROTC Camp, 1.
Upon completion of the summer
camp, 26 ROTC cadets will receive
reserve commissions. By camps, they
are:
Signal Corps: Richard Hale, George
Kirk, Robert Ridlon.
Artillery: Bryce Beattie. Roger
Brown, Chester Galeucia. Edward
Harvell. Alexander Leidy, Robert
MacDonald, Harold Nelson, Harvey
Sawyer, Richard Sawyer, Daniel Sullivan, Lauriston Taylor, Jr.. Caswell
Wood.
Infantry: James Barrows, Vernon
Bond, Jr., Raymond Bushey. Harold
Chapman. Harrison Hodgkins, Bruce
McGhee. David Ramsay. James Rand.
Chemical: Herbert Scribner.
Engineers: Elisha Gould.
Ordnance: William Mating.

Tau Beta Pi Initiates
Sixteen new members have been initiated to Tau Beta Pi, national engineering honor society.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!

They are Stuart Cooper, Dana
Hickey, William Ellsworth, Dwight
Frye, Roger Gould, Richard Knight,
Ralph Martin, Frank Pitman, Bradley
Rising, Otis Sproul, Roger Sullivan,
Lucien Theriault, George Upham,
Henry Whited, and William Lane.

Fine.tobacco—and only fine tobacco—can give you
a better-tasting cigarette. And L.S.'M.F.T.—Lucky
•
Strike means fine tobacco. So, for the best-tasting
Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
cigarette you ever smoked, Be Happy—Go Lucky!
How about startin' with a carton—today?

FT-Lucky Strike

Means Fine Tobacco
THF

IC

TOFIACCO COMPANY

Jewelers
First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively
Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makes
of Watches
25 Hammond St., Bangor
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Minabox F•deral Rooney* Desk

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.
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Jeanne Frye,
Theta Chi Wins
Constance Berry Intertrot Sing
Win Top Posts
BY FRAN DION

Page Three

Whitney Troubled
With Play Title
Prof. Walter R. hitneyi having trouble finding a permanent
title for his new play. When the
Maine Masque presents it beginning Nlay 16, it will be under the
title "When The Bough Breaks."
But he may have to change it—
again.
Whitney first gave the three-act
comedy the title "Baa Baa Black
Sheep" but changed it to "One
On The House" at the suggestion of Professor Quinby, director of the Bowdoin Masque and
Gown. The Bowdoin group gave
Whitney's play its premiere on
March 16.
On the flay of the Bowdoin
showing. Mary Laswell's new
book appeared entitled "One On
The House." and it seemed advisable to change the title again,
"especially since many people
jumped at wrong inferences bee:111,W of the 'One On The House'

A capacity audience saw Richard
Jeanne Frye and Constance Berry
Boss accept the Ohio Alumni Associaare the new presidents of Women's
tion trophy for Theta Chi, who won
Student Government Association and
the seventh annual Inteyfraternity
the Women's Athletic Association,
Sing in the Memorial Gymnasium last
respectively. Announcement of their
Monday evening. Sigma Alpha Epsielection was made at the annual lon and Sigma
Chi received honorable
WSGA assembly, held in the Women's mention and were awarded certificates
of achievement from the InterfraGymnasium on Friday, May 4.
Other newly elected officers of the ternity Council.
WSGA are vice president Beverly Meade MC's Affair
Russell Meade served as master of
Pettengill, secretary Ruth Bartlett,
and treasurer Dorothy Booth. Mary ceremonies. Jasper Bull, chairman of
Noyes is assembly chairman, and the arrangements for the Sing was
Margaret Murray is social chairman. aided by James G. Selwood of the
Next year's officers of the WAA music department.
include vice president Barbara JackDean Elton E. Wieman and Mr.
son, secretary Ruth Johnson, and James A. Gannett selected the names
treasurer Ruth Ellingwood.
of the fraternities from a silver dish.
A feature of the assembly was a and the groups presented their selechumorous skit, written by Marilyn tions in the order they were picked
Vaughan, which showed WSGA as Ten fraternities competed. Each sang
a fraternity song and another selecit was in the year 1927.
tion.
Reports of this year's activities were
The ,it title Whitio• selectPresident Arthur A. Hauck angiven by the retiring officers.
ed was
House.- but that was
In addition. Janice Boyce reported nounced the winners. The judges discarded when another
ml
on activities at the New England Con- committee included President Hauck. is it h that title appeared.
ference fo'r women student leaders, Dean Wieman. Mr. Gannett, Charles
"When The Bough Break...which was held at Bates College April F. Bragg of Bangor, James E. the fourth title the play has had
27, 28, and 29. Students from eight Mitchell of Bangor, and William A. to date, scenic(' safe until last
New England coed colleges discussed Sleeper. Jr.. of the music department. Thursday night when a play of
the honor system, orientation, social Three Frets Have Claim
the same title was presented on
The trophy, donated by the Ohio the radio
activities, problems on campus, and the
program. Suspense.
place of college women in a changing Alumni Association, will be kept by
Whitney. having exhausted his
the fraternity that wins top place supply of
world.
appropriate titles. is
Mary Dean Yates announced a plan most often in five years. of which 1951 open for suggestions.
for electing next year's house presi- is the third. The award was first
dents, whereby the present house coun- made to Lambda Chi Alpha in 1949.
cils will nominate candidates from the Last year Sigma Alpha Epsilon relist of girls who will reside in that ceived the trophy.
The Interfraternity Sing was indormitory. The girls of the dormitory
will then hold two meetings, one for stituted in 1941. Sigma Phi Epsilon
Richard Stillings. Scabbard and
additional nominations from the floor. was the first winner.
Blade captain, has announced the
and the other for elections. This plan
names of eight pledges to the military
seemed to meet with the general apsociety. They are -nester Galeucia.
proval of women students attending
Robert I.ibby, Everett Hooper. Bryce
the assembly.
Beattie. David Ramsey. Harold ChapMary Jean MacIntire was in charge
man. Charles Perkins. and Raymond
The first meeting of the new MCA Bushey.
i arrangements for the assembly.
'cabinet was held at the MCA house
The group will hold formal initiaTuesday evening. May 8. A week end
tions
May 17 in Room B. Estabrooke.
"advance" is planned for May 26-27
Ten members of the University Miliat Camp Roosevelt to discuss plans
tary department will he initiated to
for the coming year.
associate membership in Scabbard and
The new cabinet includes president
Blade at the same time. They are:
Ida .11foreshead, vice president David
I.t. Col. Herbert S. Ingraham. Lt. Col.
1.ee llyment is the new president of Collins. secretary Beverly Pettengill,
Stanley Clarke. Lt. Col. Samuel Unthe Varsity Band. He was named to and treasurer Neil Littlefield. Other
ger. Maj. Hugh M. 1Vendle. Capt. Leo
the office in elections held at the band's members are Roger Bailey), CanterJ. Sullivan. Capt. James H. Sclukler.
May 2 meeting.
bury representative; Gorham HusCapt. Salvadore A. Casole. 1st I.t.
Other new officers of the Band. who sey, membership chairman; Marylin John
Furkey. M/Sgt. Kenne:h L.
will serve for the coming year. in- Vaughan, publicity chairman: Ruth
RUssell.
and 11'0.16 James Pounds.
clude: Don Burt, vice president: Bartlett, Sunday Nighters ; Thomas
Members
of the society will meet
Steve Burnard. manager; Janice Cogs- Lindsley. Friday Nighters; Jan Griswell. secretary: William Pomeroy, wold. Eleanor Zehner, and Larry tonight in 15 Coburn Hall to discuss
treasurer; Dick Stephens and Charles Crosby, Sunday morning worship; plans for the initiation.
At the last meeting, Maj. Huh M.
Hewins, property custodian and as- Harriet Johnson and Vance Wilsistant. respectively; Barbara Chellis liams, deputations; Maurice Keene, Wendle spoke on the status of graduand Charlotte Hillman. co-librarians; SRA representative; Bruno Caliandro. ating seniors, tours of duty, pay and
Kenneth Ayres and Herbert Doten, "Outlook" editor; and Roberta Wood- longevity. and Army medical and rebury, cabinet activities.
tirement benefits.
assistant librarians.
Francis G. Shaw, faculty director of
the band, has also announced the fol"OLD HOME BREAD"
lowing appointments: Robert Haynes.
student leader: Don Lord, drum major
The Bread with the old style flavor
of the Varsity Band and leader of the
R.O.T.C. Rand; Alfred Halliday.
Nissen's Bakery Products
drum major of the R.O.T.C. Band.

Scoop On Army Mumbo Jumbo
Given Out By Chairman Lee
BY BILL LOUSIER
Deferments, postponements, inductions, examinations—the Army's mumbo jumbo which is thoroughly confusing to the June graduate has finally
been cleared of ifs but's and or's.
Here's the scoop according to John
F. Lee, chairman of the Faculty Committee on Military Service:
(1) If you are graduating in June
and have had a Selective Service examination, you are ENTITLED to
a 30-day postponment starting on the
date of your graduation. The induction delay is not automatic with every
board, however. If your local board
has not notified you of yourileferment,
then apply at once. Your request
cannot be denied.
(2) If you wish to apply for a
PERMANENT DEFERMENT for
a job "essential to the national health
and welfare effort" you must first
obtain such work and then accompany
your request with an additional signed
affidavit from your employer stating
that your work is of vital importance
and would cause undue hardship if
ou left.

(3) If a graduate does not receive
word of his 30-day postponement and
makes no effort to acquire such, he
will be automatically inducted without
further choice.
(4) Any graduate may choose the
branch of'service to his liking either
before graduating or during the 30-day
period following. He will then be
exempt from Army induction and will
wait for a call from the branch in
which he enlisted.

Carol Prentiss Wins
Scholarship Contest
Carol E. Prentiss, sophomore, won
first place in the sixteenth annual John
M. Oak Scholarship Contest held at
the university last Thursday. The
w inning speech was on the topic "Organized Crime."
Second prize went to Clair E. Shirley, senior, and third prize to Charles
G. Paine. Jr.. a member of the junior
class. Their respective talks were on
"Temperance, 1951 Style," and "Take
A Long View."
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Of Varsity Band

a feast
for the eyes
Next best thing to living in Hawaii—is living in
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Letter From Father Ryan
To the Editor: The May third issue

A Drafty Subject
The first examination under the new draft plan will be held
May 26. U. of M. is one of the many places where the test Will
be given.
All college males of draft age will be allowed to take the
examination. In order to be deferred, the student must have a
grade of 70 on this test. Seniors planning to enter graduate
school must get 75.
Students may be deferred on another basis. Freshmen in
the upper half of their class, sophomores in the upper two-thirds,
juniors in the upper three-quarters, and leniors in'the upper
half who are entering graduate school will be deferred regardless of what they get in the special examination.
Many educators are in accord with this plan, but many
objections have also been raised.
Some of those objecting fear an "aristocracy of brains."
They want to know why one boy, just because he is better at
head work, is allowed to sit in a classroom, while another boy,
perhaps equally capable with his hands, must fight a war.
Another objection to the plan is that limited manpower in
the military will result. It is estimated that about 75 per cent
of all the students will be permitted to remain in college, and it
is thought that an unusually high number of high school boys
will enter college under the new plan.
Still a third objection is that the plan may make a virtual
draft board of college professors. It is pointed out that deferment
deffends, in part, on a student's grade, and that this is decided
upon by a professor. It is feared that this is putting both too
much responsibility and too much pressure on the faculty.
Others feel that going to college is too much dependent
upon one's financial set-up and not enough dependent upon one's
qualifications. They say that the boy who cannot afford to go
to college should not be penalized.
Most people will agree that there must be some sort of a
plan through which a continuing supply of trained youth will be
forthcoming. This is, perhaps, especially true of the technical
fields, in view of the immediate situation, but it is hardly less
true, in the long run, of the arts, sciences, agriculture, and the
other fields.
We who are in college do not worry too much about the new
plan because it favors us. But what about the apprentices, trade
school students, and on-the-job trainees, who will be just as
'important as individuals to any war effort, cold or hot, the
country is called upon to make? And what about those young men who, if not drafted, would,
in the four years it will take others to complete a college program, become integral parts of a productive unit?
It is impossible to devise a deferment plan that would satisfy all segments of our society. Some men have to go. The authorities, faced with the possibility of a long war, necessarily
take the long range point of view. The supply of trained personnel must be maintained. Therefore, the new draft plan, unfair
though it may be, will serve as the basis of deferment for some
time to come. The country's youth will either have to go to colleqe or to war.
W.S.
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of The Maine Campus carried an
account of the incident of my walking
out of the Panel Discussion on the
subject: "Can Religion Take the Place
of War in Solving the Conflict Among
World Ideologies?" Concerning the
coverage of this incident, there are
certain comments I would like to
make.
Dr. Cecil Hinshaw made not only
the statement that the "Iron Curtain"
was not wholly Russian but at least
partly American. He made other
,statements, too numerous to mentio,
verbatim; which statements exhibited
an attitude of appeasement and pussyfootism regarding the entire RussoAmerican crisis. He advocated that
a. policy of armed resistance to aggression be put aside in favor of one
of passive resistance. He made the
point that the example of Mahatma
Th
Ghandi in waging a war of nonin th
violence was one to be admired and
Bost(
imitated by us today. In answer to
speak
a question from the floor, Dr. HinTuesi
shaw said that, while it was true that
be"
we had placed sonic faith in the RusFan
sians at Potsdam and Yalta, we were
ton(
not placing any faith in them today.
gradt
Such as attitude, he said, was regretLaval
ful and has resulted in our exhibiting
Du
a complete lack of trust in the Rusvisite
sians. Previous to this, Dr. Hinshaw
states
had said that it was no wonder that
tervie
the Russians did not like us and did
Robei
not trust us, since we had sent an
Gene:
invading army into Russia at the
Nen
close of the First World War!! He
ated
made no attempt to go into the history
of this "invasion"; no attempt at all:
Phr
he just made the bald statement!
When such remarks are made by
Tuel
a Minister of a Christian sect in a
Der
Panel of which I formed one-third a
dancir
part, why should I not have cried out
exceri
in rage? Perhaps there are Amerimake
cans who can remain studiously calm
sented
and silent in such a situation. I do
studet
not happen to be one of them. I did
8 p.m
what I believed I had an obligation
Stu'
in conscience to do: I protested.
the er
Especial* sir, when I recalled to
a co
mind that several Priests of my
Mario
Church have been killed; others
Cassic
wouneed; that Ministers of other
Faiths have been killed and wounded:
Miss
and that seventy thousand Americans
ment
Belle
have been killed or wounded in Korea
in an effort to stop this woefully mislores
mem!.
understood and shamefully mistrusted
oligarchy of bandits from imposing
its will on people who have desired
Alph
only peace. I wonder how a person
Schc
like General MacArthur would have
reacted had he been in my place on
Alla
that platform. I doubt that he would
Gamtn
have sat there calmly puffing his
Schola
corn-cob pipe while he polished his
at thc
medals. No, sir, he would have
The
screamed out louder than I did!
Fogler
Dr. Hinshaw denied that he was a
permai
Communist. He must have been a bit
it the I
anxious, for I had not accused him
Thus
of being one. I said merely that his
earned
remarks parrotted the party-line: they
and T
were a loud, hollow echo from the
ters.
Daily Worker!! That is still my firm
conviction.
'Nee
At the close of the news-article in
The Maine Campus. the statement
The
was made that I had been accused by
will hi
one of the audience of being intolerant.
theme,
Which accusation, the article added,
before
was greeted with applause. The writer '
Doug
of the article failed to mention that
the spr
the applause was weak, and readers
be out
of the article were left with the im- •
pression that I was intolerant. They
At a
were not told that I answered the
Abdul
accusation in a loud, clear voice! I
cli
told the audience what tolerance was.
prompt
(Continued on Page Six)
the pro
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wonder why the 'Sigma Phi Nothings don't learn to use tb•
telephone like other fraternities do?"

MY DAZE
BY DAVE GETCHELL
Since nearly everyone else in this
country is trying to reform something,
it is with deep pleasure that I finally
find a chance to throw in my bit. And
a big bit it is.
No, I'm not going to offer by opinions on the MacArthur controversy.
the Truman administration, or the
Kefauver bearings. That's too simple.
Instead, I think the time is long
overdue for someone to try to actually
teach college students something.
I'd like to have it understood right
here that I'm not trying to teach anything-- I'm trying to get taught the
same as you are. On the contrary,
the point of my reform is that we've
got to teach each other.
As a "for instance," let me ask you
a few questions. What do you know
about Bowdoin, Bates, Dartmouth,
Yale, or Harvard? In most cases,
your answer will be the same as mine.
Bowdoin is full of "booze hounds."
Bates is a pleasant little place which

occasionally pops up with a good football team. Dartmouth skis summer and
winter. Yale is where the elite meet
to learn daddy's business. And Harvard ... I think you can see my point.
Are our pictures of these colleges
correct? I doubt it. Are theitimpressions of our fair university correct?
I shudder to think so. Has anyone
ever tried to dispell such warped illusions? If they have, their attempts
folded somewhere south of Orono.
My solution for such ignorance
among us and others, which I will
enlarge upon at another date, is an
original plan called "Know America
First" (not to be confused with the
travel slogan).
After some of the questions some
of my friends in other colleges have
asked me about the University of
Maine, and after some of the answers
they have given me regarding their
own colleges,I think it's about time
we knew the true story.

Gathering Words
BY DICK SCH URMAN
For the last three nights I have been
working feverishly on an important
project over behind the library next
to Stevens. I have to get it done by
tomorrow morning. If there are any
red-blooded loyalists here on campus,'
I pray that they will gather tonight
to assist me in this worthiest of
projects.
You see, I was out picking Mayflowers in back of the Aggie barn at
6:00 a.m. Monday last, when a soldier
tapped me on the shoulder. He told
me that he had graduated from the
U. of M. in 1948 and had been completely out of contact with the university ever since. He had just been
transferred to Dow Field and was
lying to get a look at the new Union
"I've thought about that Union
Building a. million times while I was
in Korea," he said. "You students are
some darned lucky to have a swell
place like that." He told me that he
had donated fifty dollars to the fund
before he had graduated and it had

made him kind of feel like he had a
big part in it.
Not knowing how to tell him. I
started hemmin' and hawin' about the
plans which had been made to build
it down by Beta near the cannons.
"Good. Let's go down and play
pool."
Easy-like I told him that they had
changed their minds and selected the
lot next to the M.C.A. building. He
wanted to see it. But then, of course,
just before we got to the M.C.A., I
had to tell him that the site had been
changed again.
And that is the way it went. The
proposed location had been unproposed
and changed to the Mall, then to a spot
next to Carnegie, then over by Stevens.
Finally, he decided that he had to go
back to the base; but he said that he
would be out to see the Union Building, for sure, Friday morning. That
is tomorrow. Still, even if we get it
built by morning, he probably will be
able to tell that it isn't the real Union
Building, but at least I will have something to show him.

Orono, Maine, May 10, 1951
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Frank A. Butler
Elected To Head
Tau Beta Pi

Services Held For Bill Kenyon;
Hauck, University Pay Tribute

Frank A. Butler is the new president of the Maine Alpha chapter of
Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering
fraternity at the University. He will
attend a national convention of the
organization next fall in Colorado.
Elections were held last week.
Other officers include Dwight Frye,
vice president; Roger A. Sullivan,
corresponding secretary; Bradley D.
Rising, recording secretary; George
Upham, treasurer.
Prof. Lyle C. Jenness, head of the
chemical engineering department, was
elected to the chapter advisory board,
replacing Dr. Wentworth H. Schofield of the mechanical engineering department.

A Requiem High Mass was celebrated at St. Mary's Catholic Church
in Orono, Wednesday morning, for
William Curtis Kenyon, 53, former
University coach who retired from his
duties two years ago because of ill
health. The beloved mentor was taken
to the Eastern Maine General Hospital Friday evening and died early
Sunday morning. Burial was in a
Millinocket cemetery.
Wednesday afternoon, a.moment of
silent prayer was held by President
Arthur A. Hauck and students prior
to the State Series baseball victory
over Colby. Said president Hauck :
"I would like to pay tribute to Bill
Kenyon, a great sportsman and a man
who lover and excelled in all athletics.
He was loved and admired by both
players and friends alike. His loss
will be greatly felt by all."

Rev. Lally To Speak
To Newman Club
The Rev. Francis Lally, lecturer
in the School of Adult Education at
Boston College, will be the guest
speaker at a Newman Club meeting
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. His topic will
be "A Crisis in the West."
Father Lally graduated from Boston College in 1940 and received his
graduate degree in social science from
Laval University, Quebec, in 1948.
During the past year Father Lally
visited the capitals of most of the
states in Western Europe. He had interviews with Count Sforza of Italy,
Robert Schuman of France, and
General Franco of Spain.
Newman Club officers will be initiated at this meeting.

Phys Ed Women. Plan
Tuesday Demonstration
Demonstrations of fencing, folk
dancing, and gymnastics, together with
excerpts from "Alice in Wonderland,"
make up part of a program to be presented by women physical education
students and faculty next Tuesday at
8 p.m. in the Women's Gym.
Students and faculty are invited to
the event. The affair was planned by
a committee consisting of Prof.
Marion E. Rogers, Prof. M. Eileen
Cassidy, Prof. Catherine F. Shaw, and
Miss Inez-Lois Smith of the Department of Psysical Education. Mary
Belle Tufts, Eileen Ambrose, and Dolores Amergian were the student
members of the committee.

Alpha Gamma Rho Gets
Scholarship Trophy
Allan Corey, president of Alpha
Gamma Rho, accepted the Sigma Chi
Scholarship Trophy for his fraternity
at the Interfraternity Sing Monday
The trophy, given by Raymond
Fogler, Class of 1915, will be awarded
permanently to the fraternity winning
it the most times over a 15-year period.
Thus far, Alpha Gamma Rho has
earned the award for three semesters,
and Tau Epsilon Phi for five semesters.

'Needle' Out Next Week
The next issue of The Pine Needh
will have spring house parties as its
theme, and will be published just
before house-party week end. Editor
Doug Kneeland has announced ti-ait
the spring edition of the magazine will
be out late next week.
At•school in Teheran, Persia, Dr
Abdul Hamid Zangeneh caught a stu
dent cheating on an exam. The student
promptly whipped out a pistol and shi o
the professor, wounding him severely

Page The

Stanley Ellsworth Wins
Food Firm Scholarship

Newly elected officers of the Interfraternity Council are Harry Easton,
Stanley A. Ellsworth, a senior, has
Beta Theta Pi, president; John Slcilbeen awarded a Ralston Purina Relin, Phi Mu Delta, vice president;
search Fellowship for graduate work and Don
Spear of Sigma Alpha Epsiin the field of animal nutrition.
lon, secretary-treasurer.

PERFECT

William C. Kenyon

Outstanding Career
Kenyon established a remarkable
career as a coach and athlete, both.
He came to the University in 1926
after having served from 1923 to 1925
as coach of football, basketball, and
baseball at Georgetown University.
After coaching the Maine freshman
teams, he tutored all three varsity
sports, both separately and combined,
at different periods from 1934 &Ail
1949.
His athletic career at Georgetown
University was widely acclaimed. He
was named an All South Atlantic
basketball guard on the Georgetown
championship team in 1919; played
four years of football and was chosen
both All-South Atlantic and AllSouthern end for his first two years
and then received the same distinctions

as a fullback in his last two; played
for the New York Giants professional
baseball team in 1925 after completing
four 3-rears of collegiate baseball and
receiving the Veteran Athletes Association of Philadelphia baseball trophy
in 1922.
Kenyon was born in Manchester,
N. H., Dec. 5, 1897. He attended
Manchester high school for three
years, Allen Military school at West
Newton for one year, and Georgetown
University for four years.
Surviying are his wife, Mrs. Ida
Kenyon; a son, Cpl. William C., Jr.,
USMC, Point Nuger, Cal.; a brother,
Thomas, Manchester, N. H.; and
several nieces and nephews.

Easton Council Prexy

HE aristocrat of
confections, tastes swell.
is wholesome, with a
chocolate flavor all its
own.
Individually wrapped its
goodness is sealed in until you enjoy it. Buy it
—wherever candy is sold
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THEMES, Inc.
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
May 6, 7, 8,9
"THE MATING SEASON"
Gene Tierney, John Lund
May 10, 11, 12
"LUCKY NICK CAIN"
George Raft, Colleen Gray
Charles Goldner
May 13, 14, 15
"FOLLOW THE SUN"
Glen Ford, Anne Baxter
Dennis O'Keefe

BIJOU
BANGOR
May 9, 10. 11
"MYSTERY SUBMARINE"
Macdonald Carey, Marta Toren
May 12, 13, 14, 15
"THE FIGHTING COAST
GUARD"
Brian Donlevy, Forest Tucker,
Ella Raines, John Russell

PARK
BANGOR
May 6, 7, 8
"SUN SETS AT DAWN"
Sally Parr. Walter Reed
"FOOTLIGHT VARIETIES"
Jack Parr, Leon Errol
May 9, 10
"KIM"
Hynn, Paul Lukas
"HERE COME THE HOT
RODS"
James Lydon, Art Baker

5

OBONO

Wed. & Thurs.. las 9-10
Double Feature
"LAST OF THE BUCCANEERS"
6:30-9:05
Paul Henreid, Jack Oakie
Plus
"HOT ROD"
7:47
•
James Lyndon, Gloria Winters

Fri. & Sat., May 11-12
"ONLY THE VALIANT"
Gregory Peck, Barbara Payton
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:15

..
Trades Training Institut.. Canteen
Trades Training Instsiale
Prairie, Mississippi

Sun. & Mon., May 13-14
Bring Mother to see
"FATHER'S LITTLE
DIVIDEND"
Spencer Tracy, Joan Bennett
Also Added Attractions
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:25
Tues., May 15
"LOVE OF A CLOWN—
PAGLIACCI"
Tito Gobbi, Gina Lollgrigida
If you like something nice, don't
miss this.
6:30-9:00
Wed. & Thurs., May 16-17
Double Feature
"THE BOY FROM INDIANA"
6:30-9:21
Lon McAllister, Lois Butler
Plus
"INSIDE STRAIGHT"
7:46
David Brian, Arlene Dahl

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35‘ to 5 o'clock.

In Prairie, Mississippi, the Trades
Training Institute Canteen is a
favorite student gathering spot. In
the Canteen—Coca-Cola is the
favorite drink. With the college
REG. u S

P..

crowd at the Trades Training Insti-

510. U.S. RAT. 00

tute, as with every crowd—Colo
belongs.

.1sk for it either way ... both
tra,ie-mark., mean Me same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OR THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.
r, 1951, Ti,. Coca-Cola Compemy
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Twenty Sophomores Funeral Service
Tapped For Owls
ForDavidMolko
At Varsity Sing

I

Orono, Maine, May 10, 1951

BY FRANCES DION
David
Thirty freshman women were honMolko,
18-year-o
ld
freshman
Twenty students troll the class of
The past %k tk end was highlighted hall was filled with approximately 75
ored
at the annual Sophomore Eagles
at
the
University of Maine. died Sat- by the Panhellenic Ball put on by the
1954 were tapped for the Sophomore
couples who had come to see the sec- banquet April 25 when official nominaOwls, nun-scholastic honorary society, urday morning, May 5. at the Central six sororities on Friday evening. Me- ond annual Showboat minstrel show tions to membership in Neai
Mathetai
morial Gym, decorated in a Rainbow
at the Interfraternity Sing Monday Maine General Hospital in Lewiston.
and the Sophomore Eagles were made
presented
by
Sig
Ep.
The
was
show
Rhapsody
theme,
was
filled to capacevening. James Murtha. this year's Death resulted from injuries received
public.
ity. Bruno Caliandro and his Maine written and produced by Carl "Nee.
president of the group, announced the in an automobile accident in Gray one
The 20 Eagles, chosen on the basis
die"
Brenner
who
also
served
as the
Men provided the dance music with
candidates,
week earlier.
Dick Ayotte and Dottie McCann giv- interlocutor. The end men were Ron of "high moral standing, creditable
Chosen to succeed this year's group
Schutt. Chet Worth lake, Tom scholarship, qualities of leadership,•
Molko. a former star athlete at Deer- ing solos.
of Sophomore'Owls were Joseph Berwillingness to cooperate," and pal-Feature of the evening was the pres- White, and Al Keith hacked by a
nard, David Carey. Gerald Clark, ing High School in Portland, was en
ticipation
in outside activities, are:
chorus
of
ten
men.
The
Varsity
Trio
entation of the newly elected sorority
Llwellyn Clark, Paul Coughlin, Da- route from Lewiston to Poriland when
Ruth Bartlett, Esther Cohen, Janice
and
Dottie
McCann
presented
a
numpresidents and the
vid Dineen, Robert Erickson, Charles the accident occurred.
ber of songs. Following the show Griswold, Jean Hopkins, Margaret
Panhel president.
Furlong. Preston Hall, Gorham Huswas a dance with music provided by Howatt. Catherine Howe, Faye Irish,
Funeral services were held at Tem- Shirley Lang was
sey, Richard M. Klain, Mark Lieberthe Jim Hawes Trio. Approximately Norma Jose, Dorothy Leonard, Marple Beth El in Portland, Sunday, May in charge of the
man, Nelson Luce, John Mastrobat100 couples attended with Lt. Col. and got McCarthy, Helena Mehlhorn.
arrangements for
tista. Ronald Perry, Frederick Spen- 6. Members of Tau Epsilon Phi fraMrs. Samuel Unger, Capt. and Mrs. Anne Miles, Patricia Parsons, Joan
the ball assisted
cer, Ernest Sutton, Robert Wallece, ternity, to which Molko was pledged,
Leo Sullivan, and Major Hugh Wen- Reed, Marjory Robbins, Norma
by girls of all the
Smaha, Mary Small, Dorothy Stone,
Alan Philbrick, and Davis Wiggin
die chaperoning.
served as pallbearers.
sororities.
Phi Kap, decorated with balloons, Doris Toabe. and Dione Williams.
Last Thursday
One new Eagle, Faye Irish, was
paddles
and crepe paper streamers,
evening. the Balalso named to membership in Neai
was
the
scene
of
a
party
put
on
by
the
entine girls put on a May Day MasMathetai, a scholastic honor society
querade party. It was strictly a stag pledges. The pledges gave each of the
for
the highest-ranking women in
affair, for girls only. Decorations were active members the opportunity to look
the
freshman
class. Ten others named
into
the
future in a skit which they
made up of pastel-colored streamers
MAIN STREET
BANGOR, MAINE
to the group are Carolyn Bradbury.
presented.
and May baskets. Flutter Floyd and
Nancy Buchan, Mary Jean Chapman.
Headquarters
Delta Tau entertained the parents
Jinx Livingston sang: Ruth PartHelen Fox. Joan fillette, Judith
ridge and Paula DeRoche put on a of twenty members at a Mother's Day
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS
Phillips. Jo Ann PolAckwich, Joyce
dance routine: Jane Noyes presented banquet on Sunday afternoon.
Ann Tracy. Patricia Wilson, and
a reading selection: and a skit was
Delta Delta Delta held a tea in the Marion Young.
put on directed by Ann Cutts. Jean President's Room of North Estabrooke
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck and D6borah
Williams was in charge of the entire on Sunday afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00.
Williams. Xeai Mathetai president.
party.
Pinned: Beverly Spencer, West- were speakers at the banquqet. ToastOnly three parties of note were held brook, to "Phip
Dennis, SAE; mistress was Beverly Pettengill, presion Saturday evening. TKE put on Janet Abbott to Robert Hiller, SA E : dent of the
Eagles.
their "Klondike Kapers" at the Annette Begin, Fairfield, to Phil
Women's Gym. The feature of the Cameron, Delta Tau; Pat Franck.
evening was a skit put on by the Caribou, to Pat Dionne, Delta Tau Letter From Father Ryan
pledges with J. D. Reny as the MC. Engaged: Jeanne
(Continued from Page Four)
Craig, Fr(-cp4)rt,
Music for dancing was provided by a to Kenneth Wilson; Nanct Knowles
I told them that a Christian is tolerant
vic and the hall was decorated in ac- to John Moore; Elaine
Smart to
of persons because they are created
cord with the theme. Chaperoning Cpl Gordon Johnston,
Bangor:
by Almighty God and are possessors
were Mr. arid Mrs. Kenneth Tice L 'se Davis to Hobert
Packard;
of immortal souls. However, I conand Mr. and Mrs. Homer Metzger. Rath Marsh, Gray. t,.
Elwin Macomtinued. a Christian could not be tolerThe Estabrooke downstairs (lining ber.
ant of error: he can never be tolerant
when Truth is in question. I said
a Christian American is comthat
CHRYSLER CARE FORESTALLS WEAR
pelled both by his religion and by his
obligation of patriotism to hate the
error of Communism which is inimical
with both his religious and patriotic
beliefs. He can never tolerate it: he
must fight it and cry out against it
whenever he confronts it. Then I
left. As a Christian and an American I could not remain in a place
where such erroneous nonsense was
being so blandly "dished out" by a
honeyed tongue. I could not stay in
the hall of a State University, supported by American taxpayers, where
the party-line was being strung out
as Dr. Hinshaw was stringing it out.
dr/4
p
efe;
I felt outraged and insulted. Had I
APPROVE0
(lone nothing. I would be terribly
ashImed of myself today. To keep
the record straight and clear, applause
Every man wants eel?.
greeted my closing remarks. It was
eral of these cool
gratifying to know that in the audibasque shirts for sum:lice were some solid citizens ...and
mer — they're the
PA*
good Christians.
coolest, most comfortIn regard to the absurd remarks
able leisure shirts we
made
by one of the students about his
know. Trim-fitting.
trip to the Soviet Zone in Germany,
Smart looking. PerI replied that such a statement was
fect with all your
It's not enough for our mechanics to be skilled craftsmen. Chrysler.
patently ridiculous and irrelevant. As
sports outfits. See
Plymouth service standards require real engine experts ...
them at your favorite
the late Al Smith would have replied
specially trained In the latest factory-tested methods and machines.
Arrow dealer's.
to such a heckler. "The feller is only
a boy."
They work with factory-engineered and tested MoPar replacement

FREESE'S IE%'S SHOPS
ARROW DEALER
in Old Town

A. J. Goldsmith

For
A Season
In ,the Sun • •.

TRAINING MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE!

SERVICE

ma
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race.

$1.25 to $3.95

ARROWSHMTS& TIES
ARROW

parts so that you're guaranteed a perfect job every time . . .
whether it's just some simple adjustment or a complete overhaul.
We aim to take care of our own with Chrysler care that matches
Chrysler engineering ... always'

UNDERWEAR • HAND KtRCMP TS • SPORTS SHIRTS
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I trust, sir, that in the spirit of fair
play, you shall not butcher this letter
by, printing only those parts that suit
your fancy. If you decide to quote
me, quote all of me!
Sincerely,
REV. FRANCIS X. RYAN,
C.S.P.
Jean Dolloff and Don Stevens will
ser‘e as editor and business manager
respectively of the Prism for next
year. Jean is majoring in horticulture
bile Stevens majors in history and
g(ivernment.
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Connecticut Tests Bear Strength Saturday

BY BOB LORD

Bears To Meet Netmen Face Wildcats Tuesday; Nutmeggers
Rams For YC
Blanchard Setting Torrid Pace Favored; Hope
Track Honors
Fades For Bears

Before turning to this day's column.
it is fitting to pay tribute to Maine's
beloved Bill Kenyon. A silent greyhaired man as this writer knew him,
Kenyon was a superlative athlete in
his happier days. Mere words will
The Maine tenni:, aquad will atnot suffice, however, and in actuality.
tempt to hurdle the last obstacle
zee are far from qualified even to atMaine's track team travels to in its race for the Yankee ConMaine's luckless baseball forces
tempt to tkty due respects to this quiet Connecticut this week end with
will
head into more Yankee Conference
net
title
against New
man who endured untold suffering in two straight season's victories and
ference
trouble here Saturday
his last years.
a runner-up state title spot to its Hampshire, here next Tuesday.
when the Bears square off in a
We have lost a fine coach and a credit to compete against top ma- The Bear squad has already beatdoubleheader with powerful Conrespected gentleman in Kenyon's death. terial for the Yankee Conference en every Yankee Conference comnecticut. Game time is set for
His feats as a coach and as an athlete title. Despite the Pale Blue wins petitor so far, including the Wild1 p.m.
have been told and retold. The eulo- over both Boston College and cats on their home court, 8-1,
The Blue nine, present defending
gies have been delivered. All that re- New Hampshire, it will be Yan- earlier this season.
champions, are virtually out of the
mains now is a bit of emptiness in the kee Conference defending chamAfter having compiled a record of
YC race this season after having
hearts of those who were fortunate pions Rhode Island which will
be two wins and three losses against
dropped
four of five conference conenough to know him ...and, we dare- hard to upend. The Rams have Southern state competition, the Pale
tests. Connecticut, on the other hand,
say, in the hearts of those who wish a well-balanced outfit and
are in Blue forces have topped New Hampis riding near the top of the heap.
they might hare known him.
a good spot to retain the crown. shire, the University of Massachusetts,
Uconns
Beat Rhody
* * *
The Bears fell down in last Satur- Rhode Island, Connecticut and Rhode
The Uconns hold a 6-4 decision
That finish the other day at the day's state meet
Island
again
in
'that
order.
Ben
Blanagainst the other three
Ben Blanchard, ace Univer- over the University of Rhode Island
PVCC golf course where Maine won Maine colleges
because of the same chard, ace performer for the Pale sity tennis captain, ranks as the earlier this
year.. It was this same
the Yankee Conference title was really weakness
which has been hamper- Blue, has swept every singles and number one Yankee Conference Rhody Ram
nine which twice dealt
one for a storybook. After nearly ing them
doubles
match
in
Conference
competiall season—the dashes. The
man as well. Maine's three- losses to Maine by scores of 4-0 and
all the golfers had completed the 36- Pale
tion.
This
virtually
assures
the
Maine
Blue weightmen performed adyear veteran has yet to be de- 8-7.
hole route. Connecticut's team anxiousmirably but a near clean sweep by the senior of a top spot on the mythical feated in Conference competiLooking over the past week with
ly began to add the scores. All the Polar
Yankee
Conference individual title
Bears in the running events was
tion in either the singles or the the Maine squad, Rhody won
Uconns were accounted for, and enough
race.
Friday
to give them the nod, 66-55!•:..
doubles matches.
8-7 in an exciting dual which saw
Maine. obviously the closest comThe Pale Blue team has already
In
the
coming competition, the custhe Bears nearly pull out ahead in the
petitor. also had five men finished.
statistically won the Yankee Confergame after trailing 8-2. Saturday,
The fact that the Bears had six tomary fight to place within the top ence crown, even though it should
Maine again was dropped by a single
men competing, however, was over- three spots will be changed so that lose to the Wildcats on Tuesday.
men placing within four of the top
counter when Bowdoin won a State
looked, and when Paul Lindgren of
Rho+, Downed Again
Series tilt 5-4 in a battle of errors by
Maine walked in off the links, his will receive points A substantial numLast Friday, the netmen again
ber
of
first
and
seconds will still be
both teams.
total provided the margin of victory
downed Rhode Island by a score of
for the Pale Blue. Lindgren fired a required to win the meet for the team.
At Durham, N. H., Maine again
7-2, the previous meet with the Rams
A surprining Maine golf team,
Last week at the state meet, the
173 while the sixth Maine player had
lost
11-9 to the Wilcats who thus exsaw Maine on the long end of an 8-1 winners of the Yankee Conference
shot 175. The larger score was, of Bowdoin speedsters took everything
tended
Maine's losing streak to four
score. Ben Blanchard topped Rhody's match Monday, face an even stifcourse, discounted, and this gain of in the low and high hurdles including
ace performer, Bob Love, 6-2 and 7-5 fer task this week end in the New straight. And Connecticut, if anytwo strokes gave the Bears the, edge the 100-yd. dash to rack up points and
coming up with another stellar perfor- England matches which will be thing, will prove tougher. The Nutcounterweigh Maine power in the field.
over Uconn by a single swing.
meggers lost by only a single run to
mance.
held at Watertown, Mass.
Oh% iondisappointment The Pale Blue placed Jack Wathen
Army eprlier this spring.
Besides Blanchard, Bill Bird, Dick
About 34 of the top golf teams in
%readied the faces of the (on- first in the 880 and in the 440 and
New
Pitchers
necticut tea ni members. and nat- Floyd Milbank, Bear captain and con- True, and Bob LePage all won in the New England will be in competition
Coach
Mike Lude will have a host
sistent point getter for the Bears, in singles and the doubles sets against for the coveted trophy which was of newcomers
urally so 11tI gh the elat•
from which to choose
the
Wildcats.
won last year by Boston College. In
was gone, however. the Uconns the shot put and the discus.
as starting pitchers. Among them
Against its last YC contender, New addition to the Eagles, other sharpshowed their taste for sportsmanThe team leaves Friday morning
Charley Simmons, lefty Jack Buttership and were quick to) congrat- with coach Chester Jenkins for Storrs. Hampshire, coach G. William Small shooting squads who will compete field, Flank Woodbrey.
Mary Dow,
intends to keep the same lineup which are Harvard, Holy Cross, and Dartulate the Maine squad. Such ac- Connecticut.
Blaine Trafton, and fast-baller Gorhas brought him the impressive string mouth.
tion speaks volumes for the
don Cram.
of successive victories. The doubles
At the PVCC golf course Monday.
Connecticut coach, the team, and
The Maine line-up will be strengthcombinations are: Ben Blanchard and Maine took the YC crown by 01::
the school it-elf. The:: are to be
ened by the return of a pair of veterJohn Domenico, Bill Bird and Paul margin of one stroke. "The boys did
commendedans who were sidelined last week.
Peterson, Dick True and Bob LePage. better than I anticipated," said Coach
* * *
Both Al Hackett and Rollie Chamard
Charley Emery. "They played steady
Future Action Pending
Turning to tennis, we no doubt
are set for action. and Hackett alwill be accused of putting .the wellWednesday afternoon, the state and deliberate all the way."
ready has made his presence felt with
known hex on Maine's varsity team
The meet was a four way affair his hits in the Bowdoin and New
Twelve University members of the series was to have opened against the
when we say it's no small secret that MOC and Forestry club combined Colby Mules at Waterville. On Mon- with the teams coming through in this Hampshire games.
Coach Bill Small is entertaining high traveled to Storrs Pond on the Dart- day and Tuesday, May 21 and 22. the order: Maine 839, Connecticut 840,
hopes of a "double sweep" this year. mouth campus, last Saturday, and state meet will be held on the Uni- Vermont 875, New Hampshire 899.
A twin win, of course, means titles in walked off third best against.seven versity courts and the final match of The scores are a total of individual's
both the Yankee Conference and in other colleges in the annual Woods- the season will be against Bowdoin scores over the 36-hole distance.
man week end competition. The Dart- at Brunswick on May 25.
the State Series.
The first three men to come in for
As far as the YC race is concerned. mouth hosts swept first place.
the Maine team all had scores of 165.
the Bears have just about sewed
These were Capt. Don Brown, Conrad
The Maine woodsmen garnered a
matters up by virtue of their five con- first place in both the
Bosworth, and Walt Hewins. John
Coach Hal Woodbury will unwrap
wood splitting
secutive victories. But the State and in the two-m
Gowan was next with 171 followed his Maine Frosh baseball array here
an canoe race; a
Series is something the again. Bow- second in pulp
by Paul I.indgren 173.
BY SALLY ARSENEAULT
tomorom at 1:30 p.m. when the Blue
throwing and a third in
doin always has dominated the state felling and twitching,
John Pracott from the University yearlings go against Higgins Classical
chopping, and
New officers foe the Women's Ath- of Connecticut walked
0 scene on the courts, and Maine never fire building.
away with the Institute.
letic Association are: president, Con- individual Yankee
has been able to take the flag outright
Conference cup by
Higgins already has played three or
The host Dartmouth squad took stance Berry: vice president,
Barbara
since Small took over the reins in
top honors in the week-end marathon Jackson; secretary, Ruth Johnson; posting a neatly-played low score of four games this spring so will he ahead
1930.
157. It was the second time in three of the Maine nine in that respect,
with Middlebury placing second ahead treasurer, Ruth Ellingwood.
but
Such a turn of events would
years that Pracon has captured this Woodbury has several fine performers
of Maine.
The Annual WAA Recognition honor.
probably make Small a very hapin his charge and the Frosh are eager
The events included felling and Banquet will be held May 23 when,
py man. And if the Blue forces
to
start the season with a victory.
did come through, he might even twitching, cross-cut saw, pulp throw- all awards will be given. Leta StrickThe
lanky Frosh coach announced
ing,
bucksawing, splitting, chopping, land is acting as chairman, and tickets
give his classes a month or so off
his tentative line-up for the game which
fire
building,
packboard
racing, one- may be obtained from Junior Council
front the mysteries of Shakesis as follows: Don Mayor. c; Bob Walman portage race, and the one-and members for $.35.
peare and Chaucer.
lace or Fred Tolman, lb; Lee Schadtwo-man canoe race.
* * *
There will be a physical education
Tennis coach Bill Small %%ill be berg. 2b; Steve Novick, ss; Elmer
The teams in order of finish were: demonstration in the Women's Gym
Maine lost its state title in track
striving to get his freshman net team Pelletier or Mike Boyd. 3b: Ronald
at Waterville over the week end, but Dartmouth, Middlebury, Maine, Kim- Tuesday May 15 at 8 p.m. At this in permanent positions following yes- Perry,
If: Roy Raymond or Grady
the cindermen produced as best they ball University, Williams College, time WAA clubs, Modern Dance. terday's matches here with Ricker
Mahoney, rf ; Al Philbrick, cf.
McGill
University,
Paul
Smiths Col- Tumbling Club, and Square Dance Junior College.
could. There was no shame in losing
As far as the pitching is concerned,
will present demonstrations from
to Bowdoin's Polar Bears because lege and Norwick Academy.
Although the Frosh boast several Woodbury has yet to name a starter.
Members of the Maine team were: "Alice in Wonderland." All-Maine promising performers
they were strong. If nothing else,
, Small will be At the present time, however, he may
we saw that Maine was definitely Lennart "Swede" Nelson, Steve Hockey and All-Maine Hockey Re- working the team
hard in order to use one of two right-handers, Jim
weak in the dashes and in the hurdle,,, Mitchell, Hank Dillenbeck, Art Part- serve will also participate.
get a better look for future matches. Orinn or Fred Coddingtnn, or a southand that's where Bowdoin made its ridge, Dick Pinkham, Pete Mount,
The two top players from each At the present time, however, those paw, Gerry
Clark.
margin of victory. And it's bound to Don Lockhart, Dick Cutting, Bob women's dorm are in a badminton expected
to see plenty of action this
be another tough assignment this Ford, Bob Hampson, Al Coulombe. elimination totirnamcnt. The winner spring include Ken
Bernard, Skip
There will be a meeting of the
Saturday in the rugged Yankee Con- and Carl Thomas. Lockhart captained will decide the University women's Hall, Mark
Liberman, Nelson Luce, Sailing Club tonight in 32 South
the team.
ference meet at Storrs.
championship.
Bob Irish, and Art Traub.
Stevens

Linksmen Face
Rugged NE Test

1

U Of M Woodsmen
Take Third Place
In Dartmouth Meet

Freshman Baseball
Starts Tomorrow
Against Higgins

Women's Sports

Frosh Tennis Team
Whips Into Shape
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Eurich To Speak
On Recognition Day
(Continued from Page One)
membership on the President's Commission on Higher Education.
A committee made up of faculty and
student representatives from nine honoray societies has been responsible for
the planning of the assembly. The
members are: Alpha Zeta, honorary
agricultural fraternity, Lawrence M.
Potter; Kappa Delta Pi, honorary educational society, Professor Robert V.
Supple, of the School of Education;
Omicron Nu, honorary home economics
society, Inge M. Nachum.
Professor Milford E. Wence, of the
English department, will represent Phi
Beta Kappa; Miss Velma Oliver, of
the University Housing Office, has
been appointed by Phi Kappa Phi;
Bryce Bayer will represent Sigma Pi„
Sigma, honorary physics society; Professor A. Douglas Glanville, head of
the Psychology Department, will represent Sigma Xi, honorary research
society.

Home Economics Society
Holds Spring Initiation

U. Of M. Debaters
To Meet Canadians

Three women students have been
initiated by members of the Maine
chapter of Omicron Nu, national
honorary home economics society here.
Those initiated included Jeanne
Frye, Rita Morancy, and Erna Bamford. The spring initiation ceremonies
were held along with the anniversary
dinner for members.
Five charter members of the Maine
chapter attended the affairs which
marked the 20th anniversary of the
group here at Maine. They are Dr.
Marion Sweetman, Miss Merna Monroe, Mrs. William Schrumpf, Mrs.
George Dow, and Mrs. John Stewart.
During the 20 years that Omicron
Nu has had a chapter here, 122 women have been elected to membership.

Clair Shirley and George Hersey,
U. of M. affirmative team, will debate
here this evening at 7:30 with a
team from the University of Bishop's
College, Lennoxville, Quebec.
The question of debate will be Resolved: That the Non-Communist
Nations Should Form a New International Organization.
The debate will be held in the Louis
Oakes Room

Radio Guild To Air 'The Story Of Jazz'
jazz pioneers and jazz history will
be the subject of a Radio Guild program scheduled for tomorrow night at
10:45 °vet station WLBZ.
Entitled "The Story of Jazz," the
program will be directed by John
Davis. Music featured will include

HIRSH ACIIIMEMEAT
For the week of May 7, 1951

GENE GAMMON

TI
A

For his outstanding work as general chairman of Maine Day
The recipient of this award is entitled to

$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS

St., Itangor

Phone 9705

•

To

Edward Alexander, a graduate student in chemistry, has been awarded
an Atomic Energy Commission graduate fellowship to begin in September.
He will do graduate work and research at, Vanderbilt University and
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
Rental; — Sales — Service
KEYLOR TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
17 Park

such numbers as the "St. Louis Blues"
and "Tiger Rag," as well as examples
of Dixieland jazz.
Author of the script is Al Mersky.
The cast includes Ben Pike, Bob Ellingwood, Larry Peters, Tom Connors,
Herb Wing and John Atwood.

•

18 Mill Street

Orono 647

LIKE THOUSANDS OF AMERICA'S STUDENTSMAKE THIS MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF AND GET

WHAT EVERY SMOKER WANTS
PHOTOS TAKEN
ON CAMPUS
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NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

OVER 1500 PROMINENT TOBACCO GROWERS
SAY:"When I apply the Standard Tobacco Growers'
Test to cigarettes I find Chesterfield is the one that
smells Milder and smokes Milder."

A WELL-KNOWN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION REPORTS: "Of all brands tested,
Chesterfield is the only cigarette in which members
of our taste panel found no unpleasant after-taste."

LWAYS Buy

LEADING SELLER
IN AMERICA'S
COLLEGES
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